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NO ADVICE: 

INVESTMENT RISKS:

LIMITATION OF LIABILITY:

COMPLIANCE WITH TAX OBLIGATIONS:

WHITE PAPER

Users of the Website are solely responsible for deciding what taxes if any, may be applicable
to their transactions. It is not the responsibility of the owners or authors to determine which
taxes apply to transactions.

Aderlo takes no responsibility for any loss or injury coming from the use of this website's
content, including written content, links to third-party websites, data, quotes, charts, and
buy/sell signals. 

Cryptocurrency trading has a high level of risk and is not appropriate for all investors. Before
trading cryptocurrencies, tokens, or any other digital asset, you should carefully consider
your investment goals, degree of experience, and risk appetite.

Nobody is obligated to sign a contract or make a legally binding promise to donate as a result
of reading this white paper. This white paper also does not constitute any form or part of any
opinion that could be construed as advice, or that could be used to sell or solicit any offer by
our token, nor should it be construed as a part of any effect that could be used in the
formation of a contract or an investment decision.

This legal disclaimer section must be read entirety. If you have any doubts, seek legal,
financial, tax, or other qualified law professionals' guidance. All of the information shown here
is not meant to be comprehensive, and it should never be interpreted as part of any legal
contract.

 
We are certain that the material in this white paper is correct and current, and that all goods,
services, technological architecture, token distribution, and corporate schedules are correct
and current. Furthermore, all of this information may have been modified without notice,
and it should never be construed as a formal counseling agreement.

LEGAL DISCLAIMER

No Liability
Investment 

Risk Not Advice
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With this crypto adoption comes the need for a place to
spend it. That's where Aderlo comes in. Aderlo is the
first functioning and most well-respected bridge
between crypto and physical products as well as e-
commerce, in a rapidly changing tech-centric world.
Founded by a veteran group of drop shippers, crypto
developers, and creative marketers, Aderlo aspires to
forever change how we purchase things online.

There comes a time when innovation and technology not
only challenge the status quo but establish a new one.
Massive distrust in financial legacy systems and inflation
engulf broken economies, leaving millions to seek
alternatives. From Bitcoin ATMs to corporate
acceptance, cryptocurrencies have challenged how we
perceive currency as a whole leading to its mass
adoption; the likes of which have never been seen.
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ECAT is a global eCommerce company providing fully automated
dropshipping solutions to store owners. Having built a network of
thousands of stores, they created a project that would connect
all of them - The Aderlo Marketplace. Aderlo is a marketplace
that displays all items from the different stores and serves as a
go-to place to do your online shopping. Having more than 100
000 products, Aderlo can offer incredible shopping experience
and take eCommerce to the new heights.

WHITE PAPER

ABOUT COMPANY
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Aderlo is a crypto e-commerce marketplace, unlike other e-commerce marketplaces, allowing
consumers to enjoy online shopping seamlessly, securely, and cost-effectively. It serves as a
bridge between the cryptocurrency and e-commerce marketplace to satisfy its consumers
who previously couldn’t shop while using digit assets. With the technology infrastructure
offered by Aderlo, crypto users would now be able to shop through our e-commerce store.
They would be able to get free shipping and up to 30% discounts. ACC (Aderlo Cashback Coin)
holders will get exclusive offers and chances to open their virtual stores and sell in our
marketplace. Without having any security or privacy issue. Aderlo provides an efficient
blockchain-based ecosystem without compromising security. Aderlo platform will serve as the
next-generation marketplace and payment processor.

 
As a commodity that is not bound to any geographic restrictions or national borders, the Aderlo
Cashback Coin strives to connect the real world with cryptocurrencies through future-oriented
products and services. It will strive to fully harness Blockchain technology to allow seamless
buying and selling of products through various cryptocurrencies, without having the
involvement of a third party. It will address the issue of conversion and liquidity by enabling
consumers to spend their tokens directly through the platform.

 
Aderlo is a shopping platform that offers consumers an unlimited selection of products as well
as safe and convenient shopping. It is more than just another marketplace available on the
market, Aderlo combines classic e-commerce with WEB3 space by selling not only physical
products but also NFT tokens allowing customers to connect with the seller using the NFT
minted after purchase
.

In Aderlo marketplace the user can take advantage of the large infrastructure that includes over
150 sales and access to almost a million products that are synchronized in real-time.
The main feature of this project is creating the Virtual Mobile Shopping Metaverse, which allows
users to fully enjoy e-commerce WEB3 shopping and increase sales numbers.
Metaverse is designed as a shopping mall where every seller will be able to own their e-
commerce store with a customized design.

WHITE PAPER

INTRODUCTION
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WHITE PAPER

MISSION

Aderlo is a forerunner in the emerging token
market, and it will upend existing production ties
and business structures, introducing a new
business culture with the aim of mutual advantage
of ecommerce with own unique token with wallet.
Aderlo, equipped with cutting-edge technologies,
is poised to lead the ecommerce market into the
era of customer empowerment, breaking the
hegemony of Internet powerhouses and ensuring
that users control and benefit from the network.

 
Our goal is to become the most famous and
leading e-Commerce marketplace in the world.
Users of digital assets provide a variety of options
for buyers with ACC token. We make an effort to
build a network that uses Blockchain, Smart
Contracts to harness the potential of technology.
Our goal is to provide a platform for digital asset
holders to use their crypto assets in a streamlined
and cost-effective manner.
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We envision simplifying the process of online shopping by allowing customers
to shop through a unified e-Commerce store powered by blockchain,
whereby they will get quality products in a transparent, seamless manner at
cost- effective prices while utilizing ACC making no compromises on
efficiency, safety, and integrity. 

 
Our objective is to increase their worth and utility while also enabling
interchange. The concept is that you may sell the token through a centralized
or decentralized exchange if you only want to receive the cashback, but you
can utilize it to receive extra advantages across the whole ECAT ecosystem.
There are hundreds of online stores and 100 times more items in the ECAT
ecosystem. It is a strong, functional community of online buyers and sellers.
With the use of blockchain technology and cryptocurrency tokens, ECAT
approaches eCommerce in a novel way.

WHITE PAPER

VISION
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This has made many people question the real-world utility of crypto, causing many to opt out.
Prices on Amazon and other eCommerce platforms may appear low. But this is only because the
other point of reference we can compare to is brick and mortar stores, which have huge costs to
keep the store open, and thus need to charge a bit more for the products they sell. But as
mentioned above, the eCommerce world has a ton of hidden fees on the retailer side that end
up getting passed to the consumer. No store, online or physical, is going to sell a product
without making a profit. 

Aderlo is an online ecosystem created to provide shoppers and merchants with a seamless and
immersive crypto e-commerce experience. 

 
Our vision is to become the turning point for the adoption of crypto by being the most reliable,
efficient, and user-friendly crypto e-commerce ecosystem. 

 
We are the future of decentralized e-commerce/ We are De-commerce.

With Aderlo, you can now use your favorite cryptos to buy a nice shirt or even the latest iPhone!
Aderlo.pl is a platform that serves as the bridge between cryptocurrency and e-commerce to
allow customers to enjoy online shopping with crypto on all their favorite eCommerce sites like
Amazon, Walmart, eBay, Etsy, and many more.
Aderlo believes in a business model that is more customer-oriented rather than focused on gaining
corporation gains. The platform has a philosophy of making the lives of people easier by allowing
them to shop at better rates while also offering them a 30% discount when holding ACC Tokens.

An issue that has plagued the crypto space since its inception is the token holders’ inability to utilize
their assets as intended; to purchase goods and services. Accepting, verifying, and processing
crypto payments is still a foreign concept to many website owners, merchants, and consumers.
Volatile market conditions as well as the rapid development of web3 and blockchain technology
have created a hurdle that major e-commerce platforms including Amazon, eBay, and Walmart are
yet to overcome. 

THE PROBLEM

OUR SOLUTION
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Big Discounts

Sales

Direct Shopping
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STANDOUT FEATURES
Direct & Borderless

Smart Comparison 

ECAT features a smart AI-
powered search and comparison
tool that will enable the consumer
to find the best deal across all
major eCommerce platforms
(Aderlo).

The token will also grant you the
right to exchange it for global
discount code. This way, you can
save on every product you buy, no
matter the category or quantity.
With Aderlo, consumers would be
entitled to get up to 30% discount
while holding or staking ACC
Tokens

ll the ACC holders will be able to
participate in the sales that will
not be available to other
customers. They would get
better deals on products from
all categories during a sale
meant only for token holders

Aderlo enables consumers to
shop without having an Amazon,
Walmart, or eBay account.
Simply open an Aderlo account
and you can automatically order
from online stores.
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Standout Features 

Free Shipping for 
Starter/Pro package users

Buy from Aderlo, and get your item
shipped free with no extra hassle in a
one-step shopping experience. Using
the token, you will be able to have it
shipped to you for free. The token will
be directly exchangeable on the
checkout page for free shipping and
handling using your favorite courier.

 ACC holders can now earn additional
rewards simply by staking on Aderlo’s
staking platform to buy or rent a storage
space in the Aderlo Virtual Gallery.

Staking
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NFT and its benefits

Decentralized exchanges have been transformed by non-fungible tokens. There are some of
the advantageous benefits of this cryptocurrency; 

Transparency, authentication, ownership, provenance, copyright, and forgery have all been
issues in the physical industry for a long time. Moreover, the industry has historically been
restricted to the elite who can manage to invest millions of dollars on a single piece of
collectables. On the other hand, is unquestionably intended to be enjoyed by everyone,
and it can transcend all social and economic barriers.

Fortunately, with our designed ecosystem, the obstacles outlined above are nearly resolved.

And as of today, the industry has created and effectively deployed amazing and
sophisticated pieces of collectables. We are ready for transformation in the way NFT is
purchased, marketed, sponsored, loved, and even made.

Valuables of NFT

Benefits of Non-Fungible Token (NFT)

 1-Easily Transferable:
The transfers of NFTs are centered on their uniqueness and indivisibility, thus the tokens are sold and
purchased on a unique market.

 
2- Trustworthy:
 NFTs are based on blockchain technologies. Consequently, you must be confident that your NFT is
right, as counterfeiting a decentralized and permanent record is difficult.

 
3- Maintain Ownership Rights:
 This is a network of open platforms the size of an NFT, with no buyer having the ability to modify the
data later.

1- Limited
The shortage of NFTs adds to their appeal. NFT developers may build an unlimited number of non-
fungible tokens, and they often modify the tokens to keep interested up.

 
2- Indivisible 
The majority of NFTs are indestructible into smaller units. You will not be able to purchase a digital
item until you pay the full fee.

 
3- Unique
 NFT is completely safe and accurate because it has a robust information tab. This feature makes the
NFT more unique and potent.
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1.A fully personalized store in the Metaverse
2.Seller as an Avatar, which makes it easier to communicate with the

customer via a global chat for the whole store or private.
3.Panel for adding 2D or 3D products to the store
4.A panel for organizing live sales transmissions in the Virtual Store
5.Possibility to make special offers and events only for certain NFT holders 
6.Personalized store advertisements with redirection after clicking to the
virtual store (with measurable conversions)
7.Possibility to use the store to advertise outside the Metaverse
8.Possibility to show the product to the customer as a 3D object
9.Access to customers of the entire virtual shopping mall
10.Presence in WEB3 world, entering first real WEB3 connected with WEB2
project
11. Entrance to real-life events only for WEB3 store owners.

Benefits for
Metaverse:

owners of Lands/shops in Aderlo

WHITE PAPER

METAVERSE
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STAKING AND ITS BENEFITS

Aderlo staking is quickly becoming a practice of gaining passive income by
merely storing or locking funds in a wallet as more individuals, including
institutional investors understand the crypto market's lucrativeness. Since staking
cryptocurrencies necessitates certain technological crypto know-how and
compliance criteria, Aderlo staking platforms are useful for allowing investors,

Aderlo works on the Binance platform, which is eco-friendly, working on a proof of
stake. In addition to being the largest crypto exchange by trading volume, Binance
offers exemplary staking services. Binance staking ensures users' funds are safe
by leveraging effective security measures and providing Secure Asset Fund for
Users (SAFU). Our staking method at the time of writing is arguably one of the
safest and eco- friendliest methods (for cryptocurrency) to earn passive income.
The platform stores all staked coins using a secure wallet and a double-checking
system. 

 Including those lacking technical knowledge of cryptocurrencies, to stake proof of
stake (PoS) coins and receive rewards. The staking network lends you their professional
skills and authenticates stakes on your behalf for a small percentage of your staking
prizes, allowing you to receive submissive profits. Staking platforms that enable
investors to collect staking incentives have sprung up in response to the rapid growth in
crypto staking. If you're interested in earning a passive income by staking and love
supporting charities, this is the place to be.
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STAKING 

SCALABILITY

MORE COST-EFFECTIVE

NO HARDWARE IS REQUIRED PASSIVE INCOME

ECO-FRIENDLIER 

HIGHLY SECURED WITH THE
HELP OF SMART CONTRACT
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Proof of stake AI blockchains is always
inexpensive and less energy-consuming
platforms with no particular and expensive
hardware requirements. Unlike proof of work
chains, PoS is more cost-effective and eco-
friendly. So, the holders can earn more passive
income by using Aderlo ecosystem.

In the Blockchain world, scalability is a concept
that is often used. It refers to a computational
process's potential to be used to generate in a
variability of ways. Proof of stake protocols, as
shown by ACC token higher transaction outputs
and lower fees, make for greater scalability.

Unlike proof of work, there is no need of specific
equipment or hardware for crypto staking. Proof
of stake works with no equipment requirements.
The only requirement is to hold the coins for an
interval of time by the holders on any exchange.

The biggest issue in the modern world is security
and privacy, and Aderlo provides a swift and
stable portal that is backed by the Aderlo
ecosystem making him superior to others. Aderlo
is offering a highly secure and fast platform to
the users for holding crypto.

Stakeholders earn incentives by holding and
controlling their digital wealth in their ACC E-
wallet. Passive income for the beneficiary is the
reward of staking in our Trading system.

One of the major benefits for staking coins is that
it don't need continuous supply of energy to
validate the Transaction. So it is eco Friendly in
nature. All the transaction are automatic and
robotic in nature.

Staking is advantageous in cryptocurrency as it generates rewards by Holding the token on
any exchange and generates passive income. When an investor holds a token and staking
the pool, it is the easiest method to do, in a decentralized world. There is very sufficient
energy consumption and stumpy probabilities of risks while holding than any crypto
mining. Aderlo Cashback Coin is here for you.
 

There are a few quantifiable benefits of holding token with ACC ecosystem:

PASSIVE
INCOME

SCALABILITY

NO HARDWARE IS 
REQUIRED ECO- FRIENDLIER

HIGHLY SECURED 
WITH THE HELP 

OF SMART 
CONTRACT

MORE COST- 
EFFECTIVE



NFT marketplace based on the ACC token

Cashback in ACC after purchasing products through Aderlo, 1%
of the basket amount worthis allocated to buying from the
market at the current price and granting the client in ACC
tokens.

Future purchases e-commerce products only with the use of
the ACC Token.

Stake and Sale – staking the token for as long as possible
allows you to be the first in line to buy or rent a store space in
the Aderlo Virtual Gallery.

Staking - a classic token staking for a period of 1, 3 or 12
months with fee.

 
It’s based on existing marketpleace Aderlo with growing sales numbers 

each month, with 1% buing after every purchase in marketplace – has 
potential of fast growth and keeping worth of the token.

WHITE PAPER

TOKEN UTILITY
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Fast 

Private 

Secure 

Cost-effectiveness

Trust and transparency 

The immutable transactions used by the Aderlo Platform are based on the
blockchain. In the case that a block is changed, the majority of nodes would
reject the block, and the information would not remain in the ledger. This is due
to the fact that each block is hashed using the hash of the one before it, linking
the blocks together and forming a chain. If a block's data is changed, it will also
change the block's hash, which will make the network's nodes reject the
altered block. This guarantees that the data hasn't been tampered with, which
will ensure that the eCommerce ecosystems for buyers, sellers, suppliers, and
transportation firms are well safeguarded.

eCommerce sellers can rely on ACC to avail of cost-effective digital payment
solutions. Since there are no payment processes or third parties involved in a
crypto-transaction, ACC cannot be used to buy from the website.

Aderlo eCommerce marketplace utilizes blockchain technology for financial
transactions which enables nearly to zero-cost financial transactions, high-
security standards, User-friendly wallets, and an overall amazing customer
experience. Transactions are quick and easy, sending or spending.

Aderlo eCommerce marketplace being deployed on a public blockchain brings
transparency in transactions, which fosters trust. Every transaction is recorded
in a shared ledger and cannot be modified by anyone. It offers high security,
radical visibility, and faster processing speed, along with traceability through
the decentralized system.

The Aderlo Platform ensures that all user data is kept private and encrypted,
something that only the user can access.

WHITE PAPER

TOKEN FEATURES
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ACC is a cryptographically secured, Binance Smart Chain (BSC) Blockchain deployed
token that works as the native currency of the Aderlo financial ecosystem. Aderlo
ACC coin is a unique token that has been used in the Aderlo platform and very soon
in the Mobile Aderlo Metaverse.

 
Some of the salient features of this token include:
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PRESALE
1st phase of Presale

September 1- 7
1 ACC - 0.0001 BNB (5,000,000 ACC)
 

September 8 - 15
1 ACC - 0.00011 BNB (5,000,000 ACC)
 

September 16 - 23
1 ACC - 0.00012 BNB (5,000,000 ACC)
 

September 24 - 30
1 ACC - 0.00013 BNB (5,000,000 ACC)
 

October 1 - 7
1 ACC - 0.00014 BNB (4,000,000 ACC)
 

October 8 - 15
1 ACC - 0.00015 BNB (3,500,000 ACC)
 

October 16 - 23
1 ACC - 0.00016 BNB (3 300 000 ACC)
 

October 24-31
1 ACC - 0.00017 BNB (3,200,000 ACC)
 

November 1 - 7
1 ACC - 0.00018 BNB (3 100,000 ACC)
 

November 8 - 15
1 ACC - 0.00019 BNB (3,000,000 ACC)
 

November 16 - 23
1 ACC - 0.0002 BNB (2,900,000 ACC)
 

November 24-30
1 ACC - 0.00021 BNB (2,800,000 ACC)
 

December 1 - 7
1 ACC - 0.00022 BNB (2,700,000 ACC)
 

December 8 - 15
1 ACC - 0.00023 BNB (2,600,000 ACC)
 

December 16 - 23
1 ACC - 0.00024 BNB (2,500,000 ACC)
 

December 24 - 31
1 ACC - 0.00025 BNB (2,400,000 ACC)
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TOKEN DETAILS

type

name

symbol

platform

total supply
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ACC

BEP-20

Aderlo 
Cashback Coin

500 000 000 
ACC

Binance Smart 
Chain (BSC)



Total Supply
Pre-sale
Airdrop (for holders) 
Marketing and advisors 
Company treasury 
Company shareholders 
Liquidity pool

500 000 000 ACC 
150 000 000
50 000 000
50 000 000
100 000 000
50 000 000
100 000 000

WHITE PAPER

TOKENOMICS
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Release of the upgradeable 
Aderlo Cashback Coin

and vendor smart contract

ECAT Event 2.0 

Release first verion of 
Aderlo Metaverse

New features to Metaverse 
app and new shops inside

Q1 
2023

Q3
2023

Q2
2023

Q3
2023

Q4
2023

Q1-Q2
2022

Q3-Q4
2022

Designing the
tokenomics

Listing ACC on
Pancake Swap

Oculus Mall Project

Listing ACC on first DEX

Implementation of utility in
Aderlo and ECAT stores

WHITE PAPER

ROADMAP

Q4
2023




